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VaySoft Image to EXE Converter is
a powerful tool that will helps you
in the process of creating and
finalizing eXecutable files for your
software distribution purposes. It is
a file converting utility that allows
you to quickly extract the EXE file
from your digital photos, videos and
other multimedia files. In addition,
it can transform the EXE into other
programs like VLC Media Player,
Microsoft PowerPoint, AVI video,
HTML Page, GIF, MP3, PDF, PPT,
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PSD file and so on. It also allows
you to edit EXE for add or remove
icon or text, rename or change the
title of the EXE file, change the
start-up screen display text and
configure the EXE to make it run in
the background. The application
gives you the option to determine
the EXE file size and it can also
change the EXE icon, remove the
logo from EXE and customize all
the EXE parameters. The program
is easy to use and has an attractive
interface. The user’s can import a
specific file or an entire folder from
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a source folder to the output folder
on the fly, it can convert one or
many images into EXE format. It
also supports user-defined hot key
to be used as a shortcut of its
features. It comes with advanced
feature like the ability to choose a
favorite image as the background
for the startup screen or you can
convert the EXE into other
programs like VLC Media Player,
Microsoft PowerPoint, AVI video,
HTML Page, GIF, MP3, PDF, PPT,
PSD file and so on. The user can
rename the EXE, change the EXE
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icon, add or remove the logo from
EXE, change the EXE title and set
the EXE to make it run in the
background. The program provides
its users with a variety of advanced
settings like EXE size, EXE
processor, EXE icon, EXE
windows, EXE Startup, EXE title,
EXE disable Internet and EXE
configuration. VaySoft Image to
EXE Converter Main Features: •
Convert EXE from one or more
images to EXE. • Convert EXE file
into different formats like VLC
Media Player, PowerPoint, AVI,
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MP3, HTML Page, GIF, PDF, PSD,
PPT and many more. • Import
images, videos, audio, and folders to
convert to EXE. • Option to delete
EXE signature. • Option to remove
EXE logo.

VaySoft Image To EXE Converter Crack+

Create a slideshow from your
images. Set it's name, description,
time length, preview mode, the
action performed when the time
runs out and many other options.
Now you can send it as an email
attachment, publish it to the web,
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create a CD with your photos, a
DVD, burn a disc, send it as a
WMV/WMA video stream to the
audience or make a standalone
image. Create a SlideShow from
various image formats, convert,
generate EXE file with the same
name as the original file, share it
easily on any Computer, DVD, CD-
ROM, or create your own web site
or create your own photo album.
VaySoft Image to EXE Converter
User Reviews: (Total:0) VaySoft
Image to EXE Converter has a
name (Total:12) Abinta Pictures
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April 19, 2015 Create a slideshow
from various image formats,
convert, generate EXE file with the
same name as the original file, share
it easily on any Computer, DVD,
CD-ROM, or create your own web
site or create your own photo
album. A combination of Photoshop
and the easy to use Windows Photo
Viewer. The best app for posting to
Vimeo, YouTube, Facebook, and
more Pros Cons Hard to learn how
to use Performance slows down
after many images are converted
Supports a handful of image
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formats The best app for posting to
Vimeo, YouTube, Facebook, and
more (Total:12) A combination of
Photoshop and the easy to use
Windows Photo Viewer. The best
app for posting to Vimeo, YouTube,
Facebook, and more April 19, 2015
Pros Cons Hard to learn how to use
Performance slows down after
many images are converted
Supports a handful of image
formats VaySoft Image to EXE
Converter (Total:0) By George
April 13, 2015 I have used this
software to convert over
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1,700.JPG,.PNG, and.BMP image
files. The results were amazing. The
slideshow that is created by this
software is flexible. I have been
able to make the image slideshow
set to begin automatically, and then
be able to show the image for a time
duration and then, after that time,
switch it to a new slideshow and
then show 09e8f5149f
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VaySoft Image to EXE Converter is
an amazing, powerful and amazing
application for the Windows
platform. It allows you to extract the
images from all types of files,
including converted formats like
portable document formats (PDFs),
in order to use them in a slideshow.
The big advantage of this amazing
software is that you can extract any
photo you want from all types of
files in an easy and efficient way,
thanks to its many features. It has
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powerful settings that allow you to
change the way images are
extracted, and you can even control
the embedding and embedded tags
to further customize it. It has a
simple and straightforward user
interface, which lets you explore all
options on the fly. You can always
get in touch with the product's live
chat to ask for any support and
you'll receive responses in under a
minute. Main features: - Extracts
any picture or file from many
formats: PDF, EXE, DOCX, PPT,
PPTX, XPS, CAD, RTF, HTML,
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JPG, PNG, TIF, GIF, BMP, PCX
and more - You can quickly extract
any image with drag and drop -
Access your photos anywhere -
Change the size and aspect ratio of
the slideshows to fit any screen or
device - Has an integrated preview
that allows you to see how the
slideshow will look after extracting
the image - You can control the
image embedding and embedded
tags to further customize the
slideshow - Has the ability to copy
the extracted image and the
extracted settings to the clipboard -
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Has the ability to connect to a
webserver to extract images and
embed them - Allows you to extract
images as links to websites - Allows
you to embed the extracted images
into websites - Allows you to embed
the extracted images into PDFs -
Allows you to extract and embed
photos from any of your favorite
websites, including Microsoft.com -
Allows you to install a Custom
theme on Windows Vista/7/8/10 -
Allows you to add a Logo to the
Files Added to the slideshow -
Allows you to add a soundtrack to
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the slideshow - Allows you to
preview and play your slideshow -
Allows you to create a slideshow
with Windows Photo Viewer -
Allows you to extract images and
embed them to your favorite
webserver - Allows you to extract
any pictures stored on your
computer - Allows you to extract
every picture on your PC - Allows
you to add the extracted picture to
any folder on your computer -
Allows

What's New in the VaySoft Image To EXE Converter?
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VaySoft Image to EXE Converter is
a powerful tool for free that lets you
run any image file in slideshow
mode. Download Atomic Bomb
UTM List of Atomic Bombs v.2.5.1
Get the List of 1000+ Atomic
Bombs of every country in the
world with images, names and
values of atomic bombs detonated
since 1945. CUSTOMER
SUPPORT Get in touch with Zola
customer support Contact Us If you
have any questions, we are always
available to assist you.
AtomicBombDevice,
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AtomicBombDetector,
AtomicBombGraph,
AtomicBombKeys,
AtomicBombLinguisticPackage,
AtomicBombLogicPackage,
AtomicBombMath,
AtomicBombPattern,
AtomicBombPath,
AtomicBombProtection,
AtomicBombQuestion,
AtomicBombRange,
AtomicBombScript,
AtomicBombSecurity,
AtomicBombService,
AtomicBombSound,
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AtomicBombUserName,
AtomicBombVariables,
AtomicBombVideo,
AtomicBombVideos,
AtomicBombViewer,
AtomicBombVisualize,
AtomicBombWords,
AtomicBombYesNo,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
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AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
AtomicBombYesNoQuestion,
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System Requirements:

All graphics settings are saved to
your steam profile This game uses
Steam Cloud for saves ( See post #6
for cloud files: Steam Cloud for
saves (
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